Major Suit Raise Summary Bidding
major suit game tries and raises at bridge - 2 game tries when a major suit opening is raised to the two
level, opener passes with an ordinary hand or jumps to game with a great one. game tries involve partner in
the decision. major suit raises - austin area bridge - summary: modified bergen major raises (unpassed
hands no competition) partner opens 1 or 1 – you bid 3 with 4+ card support and either a constructive raise or
a game invitational raise. modern standard summary - lopez island bridge club - 2 single raise (e.g
1s-2s): 6-9 total points, 3+ cards in bid suit (remember to revalue you hand using short-suit points instead of
long-suit points.) summary of the basic acol system p requirements - bridgewebs - 1 summary of the
basic acol system points requirements part score contract = 21-24 points game in major suit or nt = 25-26 "
polish club - system summary - a raise of responders suit is not forcing, now is a rebid of openers major or
a 2nt rebid. new suits by new suits by opener are forcing but do not promise extras. foundation level
system file - bridge guys - first investigate a major suit fit via stayman 1.3.3 response of 3 § (stayman)
shows values for game and an interest in a 44 major suit fit. cuebidding the opponents’ suit santacruzbridge - summary (all levels) whenever you are in a situation in which you want to force partner to
bid, but are not sure how to do so, consider a cuebid - assuming the opponents have bid a suit, of course .
system notes - princeton university - we play a forcing nt response to our major suit openings. 1~-1nt
denies 4+ spades, forcing for one round. 1 -1nt is forcing for one round. opener’s rebids are natural, with 2m
possibly based on a 3 card suit. opening bids responding bids opener’s rebids - opening bids responding
bids opener’s rebids balanced hands (point counts shown are high card points) see responses to opening bids
of one of a suit two over one game force (2/1) - bridge club live - raise or make a two over one response),
the hand most likely belongs in a suit contract in some other suit and not 1nt (altho 1nt will sometimes score
better than two of a suit, two of a suit will be the better contract at least acbl sayc system booklet - double
jump raise of responder’s suit or double jump rebid of opener’s suit; jump shift in a new suit. * if responder
jumps to 2nt over a 1 or 1 opening, that is jacoby 2nt, asking treatment of inverted minor raises - dave
legrow - a single raise of partner's opening 1-level minor suit opening is a strong bid; it is forcing to (at least)
three of that minor and is strongly suggestive of a game in either notrump or in the suit. it is an unlimited bid.
opening bids responding bids opener’s rebids - overcalls responding to overcalls nfb crib sheet takeout
double 12-15 16+ need opening strength and good shape. the short suit is always opener’s suit.
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